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Expert inspiration for a Better Business

Better Business Focus is the essential key for business owners and managers. It achieves that by focusing on the way in which successful businesses
compete and manage their organisations. It focuses on how people are recruited, coached and developed; on how marketing and selling is undertaken
0
in professional markets as well as in markets with intense competition; on how technology and the Internet is reshaping the face of domestic and home
business; and on how people are being equipped with new skills and techniques. In short, it offers expert inspiration for a better business.
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Paul Sloane

Six Tips to customise and improvise your
presentation

Many speakers at conferences give a
standard pre-packaged presentation.
They prepare it in advance and give a
competent performance but they
miss the chance to really connect
with the audience. Good speakers
will research the event and audience
in advance and will tailor their talks
to include their most relevant stories,
examples and messages. But there is
still much more you can do to make
your talk topical, pertinent and
engaging. Try these six ideas:
1. Research the location of
the event on Wikipedia
and see if there is any
unusual fact or famous
celebrity from there. See
if you can construct a
connection between that
item and your talk –
preferably in a humorous
way.
2. Watch and read the
news on the day of your
talk and see if there is a
relevant story that you
can work into your pitch
to make it more current
and topical.
3. Mix with the delegates
before the event begins
and ask them about their
issues and challenges.
You can then refer to
this in your talk as an
introduction to one of

your key messages.
‘Before the conference
began today I was talking
to Jim Jones of XYZ
Corp and he told me that
……..’
4. Listen to any speakers
who come on before you
and refer back to one or
two of their messages in
your talk. It provides a
link for the audience,
compliments the other
speakers and shows that
you were listening.
5. Ask the audience a
question. Listen carefully.
Repeat some of the
answers you hear before
responding to them and
working the ideas into
your talk. This shows
great confidence and
presence. It also engages
the audience.
6. Improvise. As relevant
comments occur to you
include them. Link in to
any feature of the room
or conference which
stands out. Drop any
material in your talk
which you now sense is
weaker or less relevant
to the audience. Spend
more time on the topics
which you find they are
interested in.

If you make your talk more
spontaneous and topical you will
stand out from the other speakers
with their standardized pitches.
You will entertain and enliven the
audience. You will give a better
presentation.
© Copyright, Paul Sloane
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Phil Manington

Change - First steps

Change takes but an instant. It’s the resistance to change that
can take a lifetime.
Hebrew proverb

First and foremost, you need to
remember that you are asking people
to change their behaviour. This can
be difficult and it will usually take a
lot of time and consistent effort on
your part.
The details given here may need
to be modified, depending upon
the situation, but the overall
process will provide a useful
framework for success.
Step 1: Gather information
about current behaviour
• Observe people in meetings
(formal and informal) and
notice how they behave. Are
they happy and enthusiastic or
always complaining or arguing,
often criticising management?
• To pick up patterns of
behaviour, undertake
unstructured interviews with
employees with differing levels
of experience.
• Carry out group interviews
(notice differences in
behaviour when someone is in
a group or on their own).
• Review existing material, such
as employee satisfaction
surveys.
• Review policies, procedures
and systems. Are these fair,
open, consistent and evenly
applied, particularly as regards
pay, recruitment and
promotion? These are the
written formal rules that will
encourage or discourage
empowered behaviour.

Step 2: Assess the current
position
Use the information to determine
existing patterns of behaviour:
• Do people take the initiative
or wait to be told what to do?
• Will they help others or say
‘that’s not my job’?
• Are they willing to admit it
when things go wrong or do
they try to cover up mistakes?
• Do they co-operate or
compete against others?
• Are people flexible or
resistant to change?
• Do they talk about how good
the company is or complain
about poor management?
• Do they talk about the
company vision?
• Are people keen to take
training and development
opportunities?
• Do they feel able to give
constructive criticism to
managers?
• Is there a sense of mutual
respect across teams?
Beliefs
Behaviour is driven by our beliefs
and values. What can you infer
from the behaviours you have
observed? For example, people
who wait to be told what to do
may hold certain beliefs:
• It’s management’s job to tell
me what to do
• I’m not paid to come up with
ideas
• They don’t like you taking the
initiative

•

I’ll only get told off if I do the
wrong thing.

So, you will need to find what
particular beliefs your people
hold. These are the unwritten
rules that govern behaviour and,
with the systems and procedures
you have already identified,
provide you with a picture of
what you need to change.
Step 3: Establish where you
want to go
Would you tell me, please, which
way I ought to go from here?’
• ‘That depends a good deal
on where you want to get
to’ said the cat.
‘I don’t much care where’ said
Alice.
• ‘Then it doesn’t matter
which way you go’ said
the cat.
‘So long as I get somewhere’
Alice added as an explanation.
• ‘Oh, you’re sure to do
that’ said the cat ‘if you
only walk long enough.’
Lewis Carroll, Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland
Knowing what you want is hugely
important. This might seem
obvious, but it is surprising how
many people don’t set goals,
either for their lives or their
work. Setting and achieving goals
is motivating and will build your
confidence so that you go on and
achieve even more.
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The process of setting goals is as
important as the result itself. It
helps you think through where
you want to go and what you
want to do. And this will tell you
where you need to concentrate
your efforts. You will also be able
to spot any distractions that might
take you off course.
If you want to be successful, write
down what you want to achieve.
And, if you want to be a successful
manager, write down your vision
in a way that everyone in your
team can relate to. Otherwise,
you will find that your people will
all pull in separate directions –
driven by what they want rather
than what you want. You need
them to feel empowered, but also
to act consistently, in line with
your goals. To achieve this, they
must share your goals.
Moments of truth
‘Moments of truth’ is a concept
that was introduced by Jan
Carlzon, former president of
Scandinavian Airlines. The idea is
that whenever a customer makes
contact with the organisation, in
whatever form, there is a moment
of truth, when some kind of
impression is formed.
Every day there are thousands of
moments of truth and each has a
positive or negative outcome.
Each is so minor that it may seem
almost insignificant, but every
moment of truth is like a grain of
sand placed on a set of scales.
Over time, the scales start to tip
in one direction or another – and
the direction determines what
sort of culture is built and what
sort of reputation the company
gets.
Carlzon’s vision was that
Scandinavian Airlines would be
renowned throughout the world
for excellent customer service.
He translated this grand vision
into something everyone in his
organisation could relate to. His
idea was that every member of
staff would focus on their
personal moments of truth with
their own customers (whether
these were external customers or
colleagues in the organisation) and
aim for each one to have a
positive outcome in their
customer’s eyes. This was the
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beauty and the power of
Carlzon’s approach. Everyone in
Scandinavian could understand his
vision and could see very easily
how they could contribute – what
they personally could do to turn it
into reality.
Examples of moments of truth for
an airline are
The job of a good leader is to
articulate a vision that others are
inspired to follow.
 Lorraine Monroe of The
School Leadership Academy
•
•
•
•
•
•

When you call to make a flight
reservation
When you arrive at the
airport and look for the
check-in desk
When you check in
When a plane is delayed
When you sit down and first
notice the state of the plane
cabin
When the food and drink is
served.

From this simple concept, Carlzon
took an airline that was failing and
turned it around to become one
of the most respected in the
industry.
Creating a vision to inspire
your team
What would a moment of truth –
a moment when everyone feels
empowered – look like in your
team? Below are some
suggestions.

© Copyright, Phil Manington

About the Author:
Phil is a professional trainer,
coach and management
consultant, specialising in helping
businesses and individuals to make
successful change.
He has a background in
Information Technology and over
20 years’ experience as a line
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linkedin.com/company/peoplealchemy
Twitter:
twitter.com/peoplealchemy

Keep true; never be ashamed of
doing right. Decide on what you think
is right, and stick to it.
 George Eliot
•

•

•

When you express an opinion
that someone disagrees with,
they feel able to put forward
their own views.
When a customer has a
complaint, someone takes the
initiative and resolves the
issue, even though it’s not
their job.
When someone makes a
mistake, they openly discuss
what’s gone wrong, identify
learning points and take action
to improve so that it doesn’t
happen again.
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Sunil Bali

The Tao of Bruce Lee …..

Moving minds - Transforming performance

With his unique blend of martial
mastery and metaphysical wisdom,
coupled with his premature death at
the age of 32, Bruce Lee is one of
those rare cultural icons whose ethos
and appeal remain timeless.
Many of Bruce Lee’s pearls of
wisdom have their roots in Lao Tzu’s
classic text, The Tao Te Ching which
was written in 6BC.

Here are nine of the best:
1. Empty your mind, let go and be
like water. Water has no shape of
its own but moulds itself to the
receptacle that contains it. When
heated to the state of steam it is
invisible, but has enough power to
split the earth itself. When frozen
it crystallizes into a mighty rock.
Water can be turbulent like
Niagara Falls, and then calm like a
still pond. Empty your mind, let go
and be like water.
2. The master observes the world,
but trusts his inner vision. He
allows things to come and go. His
heart is as open as the sky.

3. Absorb what is useful. Discard
what is not. Add what is uniquely
your own.
4. When things go wrong, don’t go
wrong with them.
5. Sorrows are our best educator. A
man can see farther through a tear
than through a telescope. Let what
tried to demolish you, polish you.
6. The spirit, energy and creativity of
the individual is determined by his
dominant thoughts.
7. Always have faith in yourself.
Always be yourself. Always
express yourself. Be a real human
being not a plastic one.
8. The successful warrior is the
average man, with laser focus.
9. If you correct your mind, the rest
of your life will fall into place.

© Copyright, Sunil Bali

About the Author
Sunil is a Performance Coach,
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Attribution: “bruce lee” by Connie is licensed under CC BY 2.0
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Lilach Bullock

Are you pricing your services at the rate they
deserve?

Pricing services can be a good deal
more difficult than pricing a product.
You need to consider both your
worth and the customers and their
expectations – which can be a bit
tricky to quantify. So, if you are a
coach, or you offer any other
services, my question to you is, are
you confident with how you’ve
priced your services? For this blog
post, I want to bring forward a very
important question: are you pricing
your services at the rate they
deserve?
The thing is, the way you price
your services could be holding
you back from achieving success.
It could be the reason why you’re
not able to start scaling your
business. You could even feel like
you’re in some kind of never
ending hamster wheel – one
where you keep working and
working, always busy, but your
business is not actually growing.
And if that is you, then the reason
for all of these issues could simply
be that you’re not charging
enough for your services.
In my experience working with
various types of services
businesses over the years, I’ve
come to notice that not pricing

your services accordingly is the
biggest reason why so many
businesses fail. In fact, the prices
you choose can make or break
your business.

can give off the impression that
you don’t believe in your work
and that you don’t have the
knowledge to back up a bigger
price.

This is an issue I’ve had myself
when I first started out. I would
get clients quite easily and I was
basically working around the clock
to keep up with all the work,
keeping me from my family and
my daughter, plus I felt like I
wasn’t growing at the rate I
wanted to. And then, it hit me –
maybe the simple solution is that I
need to charge more. So, I made
some changes and started
charging more – now, I can
actually take a few days off here
and there, I have time in the
evenings and on weekends to
spend with my family and my
business is growing.

On the other end of the
spectrum, if you price your
services too high, people might
perceive you as an elitist who is
only working with an exclusive
clientele who can actually afford
your services.

Changing your services’ pricing
can not only help you grow your
business faster, but it can even
change the perception people
have of your business; in some
cases, charging little for services,
compared to your competitors,

Another issue with under-charging
for your services is the types of
clients you will usually attract:
people who want a quick, cheap
option and not necessarily the
best quality of service, while also
complaining more if they’re not
getting everything they want.
This is not only losing you a lot of
money, but it can also be quite
demoralizing and it could even
make you hate your job,
eventually.
So, as you can see, the way you
price your services can have a big
impact on your success, in a few
different ways.
How do you know whether it’s
your pricing that is holding you
back? One of the ways that you
can tell is if you’re constantly
working, around the clock, but
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your business is stagnating and it’s
not showing any signs of growing.
Another useful way of finding out
if your prices are too low is if it’s
very easy for you to close
business. You might not now it if
that’s how it’s always been for
your business, but in most cases,
it’s not that easy to close even a
large majority of the people who
are enquiring about your services.
So, if it’s very easy for you to
close most of the business that
comes your way, it quite possible
that it’s another sign that you
could afford to boost the pricing
for your services.
Here’s what you should look into
to set the right price for your
services:

Research the competition
and the market
The first step should be
researching the market and your
competitors. Start by identifying
your main competitors who are
offering the same services as you
do.
What prices are they charging and
what are they offering for that
price? How does your
competitors’ pricing differ from
one another – and how is that
affecting your perception of
them and their business?
Try to compare both their
pricing, as well as their actual
services, i.e. the exact benefits
they’re offering and what each
one brings to the table.
One of the things that you
should keep in mind when
performing this research,
particularly for services, is the
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location of the competitor you’re
researching. The prices you’re
charging can vary a lot based on
where you’re based and operating
– for example, you wouldn’t be
able to charge the same prices in
Hull as you would in London, or,
if you did, you probably wouldn’t
be able to find as many clients.

Make a list of all the benefits that
people would get if they worked
with you and then, when
evaluating them, be realistic: what
are you bringing to the table?
What makes you stand out from
your competitors?

Calculate the resources
you use – costs &
expenses, time and effort

Next, think about your ideal
customer: who are you targeting?
The reason why you need to look
into your target audience is that
you need to find out what they
can realistically afford. Even if you
might deserve to make a lot more
money from your services, if your
target customer can’t afford it,
growing your pricing too much
will likely result in a big loss in
customers.

What you also really need to
consider, is the resources you’re
going to use when performing a
service.
Make a list of everything that
would need to be done for a
client – everything from direct
costs, to how much time you
would need to spend, and how
much effort you will need to make
to get things done. Then, evaluate
how much all of these different
resources will cost you,
realistically – you will want to
charge quite a bit more than the
sum total of your costs in order
to be able to scale your business.
And most importantly here, in my
opinion, is that you shouldn’t
underestimate the value of your
time. There’s a reason why so
many businesses will ask you to
pay extra if you want them to
respond to your queries
immediately, or why they put a
cap on how many emails you can
send them – because time means
money and every little thing you
do, adds up to more money being
lost.

What is your USP?
Another important thing to
consider is what makes you
unique, what makes your service
stand out.

Who are your target
customers?

That being said, that doesn’t mean
that you can’t ever grow your
prices. In fact, there is always a
demand for higher pricing from
every target, but in this case, it
may be a bit smaller.
So, it’s still worthwhile pricing
higher (just make sure it’s not
aggressively high for your
particular target audience) – you’ll
most likely have quite a bit less
clients in your roster, but they
will also be paying more; meaning,
you will be that much closer to
achieving that work-life balance
that so many entrepreneurs and
SMEs work towards but
ultimately, fail to achieve.

High-ticket items vs. lowticket items
Now you also need to consider
what you want your business to
be about. Do you want a more
exclusive service, catering only to
those who can afford big prices,
assuming they also get amazing
service in return? Or do you want
to focus on low-ticket items that
are more affordable, so that you
can make more sales?
As I mentioned earlier, if your
prices are too low, it can actually
have a negative effect on the
perception of your business –
namely, that your services are not
good enough if they’re so cheap.
On the other hand, with very
steep prices, you will need to
thoroughly demonstrate why
these prices are worth it to a
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potential customer. In some cases,
even if they can’t necessarily
afford it.
Low-ticket items might be a lot
easier to sell than high-ticket, but
you also need to keep in mind
that you need that much more
volume, which in turn can incur
more ad costs.
In my personal experience, it’s
much better to sell high-ticket
items, for a few different reasons:
you can afford to advertise your
services, you don’t have to work
at selling as many as you would of
low-ticket items and the best part,
you end up doing the same
amount of work (or less work!),
but for more money.
To me, it’s a no-brainer – but, I
can also understand the fear to go
after those high-ticket items.

Change your mindset
The final point I want to make,
and I think it’s an extremely
important one, is that you might
also need to change your mindset
first; namely, that you shouldn’t
charge more, that your services
are not worth it, or fear that you
will lose a lot of business and fail.
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But the truth is, if you’re already
struggling keeping your business
afloat, or you’re constantly
working and your business isn’t
showing any signs of growing, why
not just take the plunge and try a
different pricing strategy?
I’ve found that most of the
entrepreneurs and small
businesses I’ve talked to that don’t
want to change their pricing, are
actually being held back by fear,
primarily. Even with facts handy,
fear is still prevalent – so in order
to start growing your business, try
to change your mindset, and
confront your fear. Don’t be
afraid that you’re not going to get
as many calls and inquiries,
because that means you’ll work
less, but for more money.

Conclusion
The way you price your services
is a very delicate discussion. In
order to grow and scale your
business, though, you need to
make sure your pricing your
services at the rate they deserve –
otherwise, you’re probably
wasting a lot of time not making
enough money to actually start
evolving as a business.

Are you having issues with pricing
your services? What are your
methods for deciding on an
appropriate price for your
services – both for you, as a
business, and for your customers?
Let me know your thoughts and
please share☺
© Copyright, Lilach Bullock
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Melanie Greene

Visualising success

One of the reasons for coaching
yourself is to become more
successful. How you define success
will be up to you. It might be in terms
of increased job performance,
promotion, or being happier and
more satisfied. It will vary from
individual to individual.
Undoubtedly we become what we
envisage.
Claude C Bristol

The problem with the inner critic
is that it can often undermine our
confidence, hooking into our
fearful child and preventing us
from believing that we can be
successful in life or in particular
situations. So, visualising success is
another technique that can assist
you in countering your inner critic
and in coaching yourself.
There are two aspects to this:
• Looking up so that you
accessing your visual cortex
• Visualising what you are going
to do in order to feel
confident and create success.

Things are looking up...
And so should you! It might sound
a bit daft to say that looking up
will make you feel better, but
there is actually a scientific reason

behind this. And we all
unconsciously know that looking
up, rather than down, makes us
feel better. We have expressions
such as
• ‘Chin up’, when we are trying
to cheer someone up
• ‘Down in the dumps’, when
we are feeling low.
If you think about it, when you are
happy and walking along the
street, you tend to look up and
around you. When you are feeling
down, low or angry, you tend to
look down as you walk around.
What happens when we look
down is that we access both our
negative emotions and our inner
dialogue. So, if we are feeling any
of the negative moods, we tend to
look down and enter into some
kind of inner dialogue, usually with
our inner critic, which of course
makes us feel even worse. For
example: ‘Now you’ve really gone
and messed things up’, ‘How did I
get myself into this mess?’, ‘I feel
bad/guilty/stupid...’ and so forth.

Why does looking up
make you more positive?
When you look up you access
your visual cortex and this helps
you to visualise. When you are
looking up it is almost impossible
to have a negative feeling or
thought – if you try to access a

Key tip:
Encourage yourself to look up
when you feel down!

negative emotion, your head or
your eyes come down to enable
you to connect with the part of
your brain that allows you to feel
negative feelings. So just keep on
looking up in order to feel
positive and to see a brighter
future!

Our natural response to
situations
We do this quite naturally when
we are feeling confident about
ourselves and the situation we are
in. If someone asks us a question
about something we know, we
will usually look up momentarily
to access the answer in our brain,
then look back to the questioner
and answer the questions. If we
are unsure of ourselves, we often
look down; then we start to feel
bad because we don’t know the
answer, and we begin to doubt
ourselves, engaging in destructive
inner dialogue with our inner
critic and following the spiral
downwards.
From my personal experience and
from talking to others, it seems
that we naturally look up when
we are trying to stop ourselves
from crying.
We perhaps do not consciously
know why it helps, but
unconsciously we know it does. In
fact, when I was explaining this to
a group of managers on a course,
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one of the men said he had
noticed himself looking at the
ceiling of the church during his
father’s funeral, for exactly the
same reason.
What is NLP?
Neuro-linguistic programming
(NLP) is an approach to
communication, personal
development, and psychotherapy
created by Richard Bandler and
John Grinder in California, United
States in the 1970s.
So, we naturally and
unconsciously look up to help us
control our emotions, while at
other times we end up looking
down and losing the battle with
our thoughts and moods. Now
that you know about this, you can
take conscious action to use this
to manage your mood.
For more on the theory
underpinning this, see What the
eyes can tell you in the NLP topic
(subscribers only).

Visualising the future or a
solution to a problem
When it comes to understanding
human psychology, there seems to
be a lot more research carried
out into achieving sporting
success than into how we can be
successful in our daily lives.
However, we can learn from the
techniques that have been found
to help sports people.
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mentally rehearses the successful
completion of the event or game.

Visualising success, not
failure
What we often do, with the help
of our nagging inner critic or
fearful child, is to visualise failure
and things going wrong. This can
turn into a self-fulfilling prophecy,
as it affects how we feel, our
motivation, how we communicate,
our behaviour and therefore the
end result of the action we take.

How to visualise success –
even if you can’t ‘see’ it!
One word of advice about
visualisation: not all of us find it
easy. Having coached a lot of
people through this process, I’m
aware that not everyone gets a
clear visual image in front of them;
others see things in their mind’s
eye, or feel them or hear them.
People often think they need to
be able to see a vivid movie of
their visualisation. This isn’t
necessary – you will do just as
well if you feel it in your body or
see it in your mind’s eye. One
client, who was not at all a visual
person, found that persisting with
this process definitely helped him
to visualise how he wanted to
handle challenging situations.

This article originally appeared at:
www.alchemyassistant.com/topics/
euQ8qTnnMni55wGF.html
© Copyright, Melanie Greene
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One of the findings is that those
people who back up their physical
practice with visualising the
successful completion of a game,
shot or race are more successful
than those who only physically
rehearse.
Many successful sports people
spend time visualising their
success beforehand and even
while travelling to an event.
Golfers visualise playing the whole
golf course in their head, runners
visualise (see, hear and feel)
themselves running each step in a
race, while rugby players visualise
getting the ball over the bar or
scoring the try. It has been found
that when people do this, their
muscles react accordingly, and it is
as though their whole body
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Steve Hartert

Five ways to gain customer insight:
A guide for marketers
Here are five steps marketing
professionals can take.

Legendary Baseball Hall of Famer and
Yankees catcher Yogi Berra once
said, "You can observe a lot by
watching." The humour aside, there's
a lot of truth in that statement.
As marketing professionals, we
should always be observing our
customers: Their habits, behaviour,
and feedback serve as a yardstick for
measuring the strength of your
company's relationship with its
customers.
And if you're not watching your
customers, someone else—probably
your competition—is.
One way to understand customer
metrics is to compare it to driving
your car. When you're behind the
wheel, there's a lot happening:
You're constantly monitoring the
vehicle's metrics, such as speed,
engine temperature, and fuel levels,
along with observing traffic and road
conditions. There's no justification
for not bringing the same level of
monitoring to your customers.
So how can marketing professionals
turn Mr. Berra's quip into an
actionable plan? The basic
measurements most viewed are
revenue and profitability. As long as
those two are going up, why should
anyone care? Simply put, as fast as
these numbers go up... they can
plummet. Customer preferences can
change in a heartbeat... and if a
company is caught flat-footed, next
month's sales results won't look
quite as rosy.
Having a strong understanding of
your customers helps you spot
warning signals before sales go
completely south, as well as helping
you to discover trends that can lead
to new areas of growth and
opportunity.

1. Continually monitor
customer activity
Marketers should always be
reviewing customer information.
Metrics have quickly become the
lifeblood of marketing, and modern
measurement tools make it far
easier than ever to produce
stronger analyses in near real-time.
As data pours in, you should be
reviewing primary results while
keeping an eye on the secondary
information:
• Primary data refers to total
sales, what products/services are
the top sellers, the revenue
generated, and the primary
channel source.
• Secondary information can
provide insight into the
geographic regions, time of day,
type of customer, purchase
volume, product category
breakdown, and price levels.
So, what are some of the most
effective ways to gather customer
insight? A strong customer
relationship management (CRM)
system, such as Salesforce, is one of
the best tools available. It addition
to being able to capture detailed
customer contact information, a
CRM solution allows you to analyze
granular data and find common
threads.
For example, you might discover
customers in Chicago have a greater
response rate to email than those in
Los Angeles. Plus, these customers
are most likely to purchase after
receiving two emails. You may also
learn that Chicago-area customers
make their purchases on Saturdays
from big warehouse stores, whereas
Los Angeles-area customers are
more likely to respond to a
Facebook campaign and make the
purchase on Friday night from a
local chain store.

And if your business offers a loyalty
program, that data can be taken into
account to understand who the
most frequent buyers are, where
they live, and how often they buy
your products. The information can
also be used to identify other
customers who fit a similar profile;
and, hopefully, you can convert that
segment into loyal customers, too.

2. Ask for input
You can get feedback from your
customers in a lot of ways. Surveys
are probably one of the most widely
used vehicles, but companies need
to move beyond just scratching the
surface of customer insight.
Customer preferences can change in
an instant, and trying to accurately
measure customer behaviour can at
times seem like trying to nail Jello to
a wall. But asking the right questions
and using the proper feedback
vehicle can help you get a clear
understanding.
A basic survey asking about
favourability toward a product is
one method, but it's limited. Having
customers rate their satisfaction on
a scale of 1 to 5 is a start; though
valuable and necessary, it gives you
only a single data point of customer
opinion, and it's difficult to ask
follow-up questions to probe a bit
deeper for insight into the intensity
of the response.
In-person interviews/surveys can be
more helpful. Selecting a handful of
customers and asking open-ended
questions lets you discover what
keywords and phrases they use to
describe your products, and give
you an opportunity to keep an eye
on their body language. These
interviews always provide deep
information that you can't get from
just a standard survey.
When conducting in-person
interviews, it's also important to
include not only your most loyal
customers but also those who aren't
as loyal. If you can talk with
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customers who also buy from your
competition, all the better, since
you'll learn why they're buying from
the other guy and not you.

3. Build relationships
Marketers are always on the
lookout for influencers who can
help attract new customers. Your
top influencers are probably right in
front of you. Satisfied customers are
sometimes your best salespeople,
and developing relationships with
them can lead to strong word-ofmouth promotion, which turns into
higher overall sales.
Cultivating and maintaining
relationships with customers is a
vital step toward building customer
loyalty and creating evangelists. It
seems a simple idea, but it requires a
tremendous amount of commitment
from your entire company. The
rewards, however, can be incredible.
To build relationships, you must
know your customers well. You'll
then be able to identify potential
influencers among them to cultivate
them, which is why it's important to
have a CRM system that can help
you manage your marketing and
communication process.
This process, conducted properly,
provides deep knowledge about
your customers and gives you
opportunities to reward loyalty with
special deals, maintain an accurate
record of feedback and
communication, and spot downward
trends before they turn into a
landslide. Rather than being driven
by a day of the week, contact can be
based on specific actions, such as
downloading a coupon, referring
friends, or registering for a contest.
If customers feel their needs are
being met, or better yet, exceeded,
they are more likely to speak
favourably about your business and
rate it highly on sites such as Yelp or
Google reviews.

4. Measure twice, cut once
Experienced carpenters and
woodworkers follow the mantra of
measuring everything twice before
cutting the lumber, because once
the saw has trimmed the wood,
there's no going back. The same can
be said for marketing campaigns.
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Marketers already apply this
principle when they ask their graphic
design department to create several
variations of an advertisement or
brochure. Determining which option
you prefer is a small version of A/Btesting. In this case, the marketing
department is the customer. You
may narrow it down to two designs,
and test these on different external
customer segments to determine
which drives a stronger response.
A/B-testing is smart business. It's
prudent to test messages before
engaging your full audience: If you
blindly send an untested campaign to
your entire customer base, it may
be tough to recover if the campaign
is ineffective.
If you've maintained and monitored
your customer insights, you should
already have confidence in the key
campaign message. The A/B test will
help you fine-tune it to reach
maximum effectiveness.
Furthermore, if you're using CRM
and marketing automation tools, you
can A/B-test campaign messages
against different customer segments,
such as heavy users vs. casual users.
Doing so helps you segment and
customize your marketing to ensure
it strongly resonates within targeted
groups.

5. Understand
communication channels
It's a multichannel world. And the
better you understand how your
customers interact with it, the more
effective your marketing campaigns
will be. Customers don't get their
information from a single
communication silo, they get it from
multiple sources, including social
media, websites, email, radio, search
engines, and television commercials.
If you know how your customers
use each to get information, the
better you can harness the power of
each channel.
For example, understanding the
advantages of the social media
channels your customers use helps
you stay in contact with them. You
might offer special promotions to
Twitter followers, make product
announcements via Snapchat, and
use Facebook as a customer support
tool.
A customer who has a bad
experience might go to Facebook

and complain to you and the rest of
your followers. If you're engaged
with Facebook, you can quickly help
the customer and show others that
you're a company that listens, wants
to address problems, and values
customer satisfaction.
Accordingly, you build trust in your
brand, sustain loyalty, and attract
new customers.
In 2015, a long-time frequent flyer
was having problems with his
account and was unsuccessful in
reaching the airline to get the
problem resolved. After many
fruitless efforts, he tweeted the
airline to get its attention. Still, no
response. He did, however, catch
the attention of a competitor, which
said he could transfer all his miles
and maintain his well-earned status.
That's a big win of a major customer
for the competition, and a big loss
for the incumbent.
As a marketing professional, you
need to know your customers.
They're more than just entries on a
spreadsheet. Each has needs, and
they've all determined that their
needs can be met by your company.
If you understand and manage the
process for gaining customer insight,
you will help your company
continue to grow. If you don't, your
competition certainly will swoop in
and take those valuable customers
away from you.
© Copyright, Steve Hartert
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Mike Shipulski

Diabolically simple prototypes

Ideas are all talk and no action.
Ideas are untested concepts that have
yet to rise to the level of practicality.
You can’t sell an idea and you can’t
barter with them. Ideas aren’t worth
much.
A prototype is a physical
manifestation of an idea.
Where ideas are ethereal,
prototypes are practical. Where
ideas are fuzzy and subject to
interpretation, prototypes are a
sledge hammer right between the
eyes. There is no arguing with a
prototype. It does what it does
and that’s the end of that. You
don’t have to like what a
prototype stands for, but you
can’t dismiss it. Where ideas
aren’t worth a damn, prototypes
are wholly worth every ounce of
effort to create them.

If Camp A says it will work
and Camp B says it won’t,
a prototype will settle the
disagreement pretty
quickly.
It will work or it won’t. And if it
works, the idea behind it is valid.
And if it doesn’t, the idea may be
valid, but a workable solution is
yet-to-be-discovered. Either way,
a prototype brings clarity.
Prototypes are not elegant.
Prototypes are ugly.

The best ones do one
thing – demonstrate the
novel idea that underpins
them.
The good ones are simple, and the
best ones are diabolically simple.
It is difficult to make diabolically
simple prototypes (DSPs), but it’s
a skill that can be learned. And
it’s worth learning because DSPs
come to life in record time. The
approach with DSPs is to take the
time up front to distill the concept
down to its essence and then its
all-hands-on-deck until it’s up and
running in the lab.

But the real power of the
DSP is that it drives rapid
learning.
When a new idea comes, it’s only
a partially formed. The process of
trying to make a DSP demands
the holes are filled and blurry
parts are brought into focus. The
DSP process demands a halfbaked idea matures into fullybaked physical embodiment. And
it’s full-body learning. Your hands
learn, your eyes learn and your
torso learns. If you find yourself in
a disagreement of ideas, stop
talking and start making a
prototype. If the DSP works, the
disagreement is over.

Diabolically simple prototypes end
arguments. But, more importantly,
they radically increase the pace of
learning.
This article originally appeared on
Innovation Excellence:
innovationexcellence.com/blog/20
17/01/24/diabolically-simpleprototypes/
© Copyright, Mike Shipulski
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Chris Townsend

How to win at corporate/startup collaboration

The results are in: the connective tissue
linking corporates and start-ups is stronger
than ever before. Namely, over the past
two years, there has been a plethora of
new interactions emerging between the
start-up community and corporate
innovation programs.
Collaborative innovation is the
engine for modern, agile businesses
to develop, test, and scale new ideas
and gain traction into new markets.
It should be no surprise therefore
that internally focused organizations
face slower time-to- market, higher
development costs, and loss of
competitive position.
Business collaboration and cocreation can bring numerous
benefits to both parties. But there
are many hurdles on the road to a
fruitful partnership. So how do
organizations make successful
partnerships work?

Define Objectives
Before even choosing a company
that you want to partner with, first
clearly lay out a set of objectives
that your organization wants to
achieve. Set smart objectives that
support the business goals. If the
reason to form a partnership is
because “everyone else is doing it”,
you’ll want to rethink your
objectives before taking a step
forward.

Carefully choose the
company you want to work
with
Full disclaimer: while it might seem
tempting at first to go with the first

shiny start-up that comes your way,
this approach often times can set
the stage for a failed partnership.
Instead, make sure that there is
alignment between both company’s
products, services, and culture
before signing on the dotted line.

Understand each partner’s
needs and expectations
Because each organization’s
expertise area and motivations are
different, it is vital to understand
each company’s reasons for seeking
out a partnership. Whether it be for
capital, expertise or connections,
the ability to empathize and address
each partner’s needs and
expectations during the extent of
the partnership is key.
Utilize the strengths of each
partner
One of the most powerful reasons
for collaboration is to work with a
company that is strong where you
are weak, and vice versa. You
accomplish together what could not
be done separately. Reciprocal
abilities often lie at the heart of what
we’ve discovered as true successful
partnerships.

Timely Webcast
In today’s fast-evolving innovation
economy, there is a growing
realization that deeper collaboration
leads to economic success for both
sides. However, many organizations
are still begging the questions:
“which collaboration mechanisms
have proved useful in enabling this
collaboration?”, “what are the
primary frustrations and roadblocks
preventing better Start-upCorporate interactions?” and “how

do early-stage corporate/start-up
partnerships work in practice?”
Fortunately, these questions are
addressed in a new webcast, How
to Win at Corporate/Startup
Collaboration presented by Chris
Townsend of Imaginatik and Mike
Larhette of MassChallenge.
© Copyright, Chris Townsend
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Michael Graber

Culture Trumps Concepts
creating not only some cool things,
but by the prospect of really helping
people have a great experience with
their company’s products and
services.

Innovation Necessity: When many
people hear the word “Innovation”
they think of a service that created a
category: Xerox or FedEx. Or, they
think of one that made bold, brilliant
moves to earn a leadership position in
an emerging space: Google, Facebook,
Uber and Airbnb.
They may claim that innovation is one
of their organization’s core values or
core pillars, but no one there can
quite articulate how their formal
innovation programs works.
Or, you hear bitterness in their voice:
“They tried Innovation, once.” This is
a composite sketch of many similar
stories.
They procured modest funding, were
given some time away from their
other role, and were charged to bring
back something big, something
disruptive. On the organization’s dime
they went to a few conferences, read
a few books, even took a workshop.
By retooling themselves they
reoriented how they see the business,
their mental model of reality. Worlds
of possibilities began to open to them
– new products, services, adaptations
to the business model and, yes, a new
platform that would position the
organization for optimum growth
fueled by radically disrupting the
industry.
Rife with potential and inspired by this
license to innovate, they morphed
together several methods and tools.
They got fresh, first-hand insights from
the people who use their products
and services. They enrolled a few
others to join this positive, creative
revolution inside the company. The
team was electrified, intent on

The initial business case seemed
irrefutable. With the zeal of a business
prophet a presentation was given to
senior leadership. A portfolio of
concepts that could, with modest
investment, change the course of the
organization for the better were ready
to implement.
Then, all of the momentum crashed
into a wall. “We’d like to thank you
and your team for this new thinking,”
says one executive. “We’ve invested a
lot into this program, but now is just
not the time to actually try these ideas
in the market.”
“From this point, just go back to your
former role full-time,” says the
crestfallen one’s director.
From this point in the organization’s
history, this is the perception of
Innovation – a few rebel cells in an
otherwise orderly body. Yet in reality,
the concepts were valid, tethered to
the larger context of the company’s
identity and strategy. Generating
valuable ideas was not the problem.
If you want a value-generating
innovation program, you have to
first craft a culture that accepts
innovation before the
commission of a project. Start
with the executive team.

About the Author:
Michael is Co-Founder and Managing
Partner at Southern Growth Studio.
Michael leads the qualitative team with
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deliver high-impact go-to-market
strategies and product launches.
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interactive marketing firm that was
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strategist, Michael has advised a
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University of Memphis.
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Culture first, then concepts –
otherwise, you’ll have a business that
thinks it has checked the Innovation
Box, proven it’s just a fad, and gets
back to the same old things, a
calcifying culture.
© Copyright, Michael Graber
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Kevin Stansfield

7 Steps to a Great Marketing Plan

When it comes to marketing, like
most things in life, if you fail to plan,
you plan to fail. Yet still I come
across businesses owners from both
large and small businesses who look
at me blankly when I ask, “What is
your marketing strategy, and do you
have a marketing plan?” Given the
importance of marketing to most
businesses, I find this frankly
amazing.
My personal feeling is that this
lack of planning comes from the
fact that many people in business
today do not have a great deal of
sales and marketing knowledge,
and therefore would not even
know where to start with drawing
up a marketing plan. They think
that it is easier to dive right in and
give it a go without really thinking
about what they’re trying to
achieve. It’s no wonder then that
so much money is wasted on
ineffective marketing.
We all know the best way to get
to somewhere you don’t know is
to study a map and plan a route in
advance. Just starting out on your
journey and hoping that you
actually arrive at your destination
eventually is likely to take you a
lot of time and energy, with a
many wrong turns on the way.
Well, marketing is no different. A
bit of time spent planning ahead
can save a great deal of time,
effort and money in the long run.

The problem is though that most
business owners do not know
what a marketing plan looks like,
and so they do not know where
to start. The truth is, however,
that a marketing plan should be
very simple and take no more
than an hour or so to complete,
and once you have done your first
one, future plans should be even
quicker!
To develop your marketing plan, I
recommend using a simple 7 step
process based on the teachings of
the father of guerilla marketing,
Jay Conrad Levinson. This guy
was responsible for the “Marlboro
Man” marketing campaign in the
70’s, and what he does not know
about successful marketing is
probably not worth knowing.
To follow this process, you just
need to answer the following 7
questions:

1. What is the purpose of
the marketing – what do I
want the prospects to do?
This is about starting with the end
in mind. Every piece of
marketing/advertising should have
a clear intended end result. You
want your prospects to take
ACTION, but what do you want
them to do, specifically? If you do
not tell them, they are unlikely to
react in the way you want them
to.
Sometimes it is best to think of
prospects as children: if we are
not specific they will hear want
they want to hear. (Remember,
“Communication is the response
you get.”) So, be clear what you
want them to do – to call you, to
take your call, to go to your
website or to come to your shop?
Marketing without a clear “call to
action” is like throwing money
down the drain.
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2. Who is the target
audience?

6. How am I going to
measure the results?

You can’t be all things to all
people. If you try, your message
will be weak and ineffective. So
be clear about who your ideal
customer is, and target them
specifically. The narrower your
focus, the more chance you have
got of getting your message across
to the right people. Think
“sniper” not “machine gun”
marketing, so you need to be very
clear who you are targeting, e.g.
age bracket, income bracket,
geographical area, etc.

If you can’t measure the results
from you marketing efforts, then
how are you going to know if it
has been successful? The famous
saying goes, “Half the money I
spend on advertising is wasted;
the trouble is, I don’t know which
half!” So, you need to be sure
that you can track response rates,
which requires each campaign to
have a unique code and your sales
systems to have a means of
identifying and recording when
prospects respond to each
strategy in your marketing plan.

3. What is my competitive
advantage that will make
them take action?
You have to know what it is about
your product or service that is
different to the competition, i.e.
your Unique Selling Proposition
(USP). If you don’t know it and
tell people about it, then why
would they leave their current
supplier and come to you? If you
haven’t defined your USP, now’s
the time to do it!

4. What are the benefits of
buying from me?
Most people list the features of
their product or service in their
marketing material: “we do this …
it does that …” etc. But if you
“we” all over your prospects, they
will not be happy! You need to
put the focus on the prospective
customer and their needs. When
you start with “you will …” and
highlight how they will benefit
from your product or service,
they will be far more receptive to
your message.

5. What are the marketing
“weapons” I will use?
In other words, how you are
going to get your message across?
There are many ways to do this:
advertising, direct mail,
telemarketing, PR etc.

7. What is my marketing
budget?
Marketing should be seen as an
investment not an expense, so for
every pound put in, more than a
pound of profit should be made. If
you could guarantee this, then
your marketing budget could be
unlimited! However, life is not
like that, and so you must set a
budget. This is why being clear
how much you can afford and
what Return on Investment (ROI)
you want is important. Once you
know this, you can compare the
results of your marketing
campaigns, stop those that have
low ROI’s and invest more in
campaigns with high ones.

© Copyright, Kevin Stansfield
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Finally, remember that a business
with one marketing campaign is
like having a chair with three legs
– it might hold up the company
for a while, but in the long run it
will fall over. You should have a
marketing plan with multiple
strategies that you review
regularly and tweak as necessary,
and ensure that you turn it into a
well-oiled machine that brings in
the profits.
So now you know how, take
ACTION to write a great
marketing plan and get those new
customers on board!

Each method has its strengths and
weaknesses, and the key is to
remember the target market you
have identified – where are they
likely to be in their largest
numbers, and what method will
be most appropriate to
communicate with them? This
means you need to know your
target market really well.
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Greg Satell

Quantum Encryption is coming sooner than
you think. The time to prepare is now…

Internet security, once considered to
be strictly in the domain of the
wonkiest tech experts, has become
central to public discourse over the
past year. Besides the attacks on the
DNC, even tech savvy business like
Snapchat, Oracle and Verizon
Enterprise Solutions have had
significant breaches in the last year.
For the most part, these attacks
were preventable. Often, hackers
use a technique called social
engineering, to trick people into
allowing them into a system.
Other times, they exploit a
vulnerability in software to give
them access to confidential data.
In most cases, more stringent
procedures can prevent attacks.
However, there is a more serious
crisis coming. In five to ten years,
we are likely to see quantum
computers that are so powerful
that they are able to break even
the strongest encryption in use
today. That means that soon, even
our most vital and well protected
data will be at risk. So if you want
to protect your businesses, you
should start preparing now.

A Brief History of
Encryption
Modern cryptography got its start
when Claude Shannon, came up
with an idea for a truly

unbreakable code. What he
proposed was that, instead of
using preassigned codes, long
random numbers would be
inserted into messages. The
longer the number, the harder it
would be to decipher messages. In
effect, you could have as much
security as you wanted.
For decades, Shannon’s concept
of mathematical cryptography was
primarily pursued by governments
and militaries. Yet as electronic
communication became more
widespread, there was a growing
need for private companies and
individuals to keep
communications secure.
Enter Whitfield Diffie and Martin
Hellman. In 1976, the two
published a paper that created the
concept of public key
cryptography, which would allow
just about anybody to establish
highly secure communications. In
short order, Ron Rivest, Adi
Shamir, and Leonard Adleman
developed a working version, now
known by their initials, RSA.

imagine the modern economy
working without the possibility to
create secure environments.
Yet that is exactly what we’re
facing in the coming years.

Entering the Quantum Era
In 1993, an unusual experiment
took place at IBM Research, It was
rooted in a long standing
debate between Albert Einstein
and Niels Bohr. At issue was
something called quantum
entanglement, which Einstein
called “spooky action at a
distance” and thought was
preposterous. He devised an
experiment to prove Bohr wrong.
Yet scientists at IBM showed that
not only is quantum entanglement
a real phenomenon, but that it
could be transformed into
something far more useful than
anyone dreamed.

Today, we use RSA and similar
systems in just about everything
we do online. From digital
signatures and secure payments
for e-commerce, to protecting
vital infrastructure and keeping
health records and corporate
information safe. It’s hard to
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Now known as the quantum
teleportation experiment, it led to
a new branch of computer science
called quantum information
theory.
Today, that theory has become a
reality. Both Google and IBM have
already developed small scale
quantum computers and IBM even
allows people to access theirs
through the cloud. D-Wave,
which uses a stripped down form
of quantum computing called
quantum annealing already is
selling a commercial version of its
machine.
So clearly, the quantum era is
upon us. In just a few years, we
can expect these early
technologies to significantly
increase in scale and, it won’t be
long before the technology is
widely available. Once that
happens, present encryption
standards won’t be effective
anymore.

How Quantum Encryption
Works
To learn more about how the
quantum era will affect business, I
spoke to Gregoire Ribordy, Chief
Executive Officer of IDQuantique,
a quantum encryption firm that
got its start as a spin-off of the
Group of Applied Physics at the
University of Geneva. It is also a
founding member of the
Quantum-Safe Security Working
Group in the Cloud Security
Alliance.
Ribordy likens conventional
cryptography to a tennis match,
where a ball is hit back and forth
between two players and
somebody in between is trying to
intercept the ball and then pass it
on without either of the players
noticing. Quantum encryption,
however, is more like a tennis
match played with soap bubbles.
Once somebody touches a
message it is destroyed.
In reality, it is far more
complicated than that. The
process, developed by Charlie
Bennett and Gilles Brassard, two
of the scientists that performed
the quantum teleportation
experiment at IBM, uses polarized
photons to create random
sequences. Because the person
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receiving the message can only
receive in one polarization, only
half of the cryptographic key can
be read.
The trick is that, because of the
strange rules of quantum
mechanics, the cryptographic key
is destroyed once it is read. So if a
hacker intercepts the key, the
intended recipient won’t and the
message will never be sent.

The Time to Start Is Now
To executives struggling to
manage day-to-day concerns, all of
this can seem somewhat esoteric
and abstract and, in some sense, it
is. Still, much like the Y2K
problem in the late 1990’s, it is
imperative for enterprises who
rely on keeping sensitive
information, such as customer
profiles and other proprietary
information, to prepare years
before the crisis comes.
In February, the NSA announced
it is switching to quantum
resistant technologies and the
market for solution providers
seems to heating up. Other
companies, such as Quintessence
Labs and Qubitekk have also
entered the market and
IDQuantique has seen an uptick in
business lately.
“Our growth is accelerating and is
now in excess of 40% because
more companies are
understanding the threat,”
Ribordy told me. “With the
knowledge that quantum
computing is coming, hackers can
begin stealing your long term data
now and then decrypt it later
when the technology becomes
available.”
So, he advises organizations to
start by taking an inventory of
what data within their enterprise
will still be relevant in five to ten
years. From there, a strategic plan
can be developed for making the
most crucial information quantum
resistant. The process typically
costs under $100,000 and can be
completed in just a few months.

The digital age has brought us
unprecedented possibilities, but is
also fraught with risks. Today,
even the most intimate details of
our enterprises — and our lives
— can be copied and transmitted
with perfect fidelity by anyone
with the skills and desire to steal
them. Ironically, the new quantum
era both increases those risks and
offers a solution.
If you want to protect your
business, the time to start is now.
© Copyright, Greg Satell
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Barry Urquhart

Negative is the new Positive

What turns you on? That is the
perennial question facing and challenging
marketers.

and profits if the subsequent and
consequential communications with
individuals do not generate interest,
demand and transactions.

Falling response rates to advertising,
promotions and communications are
indicative of a significant disconnect
between businesses, associations and
public sector entities, and their
primary, secondary and tertiary target
audiences.

Therein lies the dilemma. Many newera marketers simply lack the skills,
experience and expertise to connect
with and engage with people, based on
emotions.

HIT AND MISS

Here is a challenge, and possible
answer.

Hits on many social media and on-line
channels can be, and are, consistently
between 8 and 16% to targeted and
supposed self-declared friends. That’s
only part of a sad story, responses and
engagements are typically between 3
and 5%.
Traditional direct mail
communications record as little as
1.25% response rates, over
increasingly longer and fractured time
spans.
Those statistics, as disturbing as they
may be, identify the issue, but give
little insight on the contributing
reasons.

THE DIGITAL ANSWER
The widespread migration to digital
media is laudable, appropriate and
non-negotiable. Efficiencies can
improve exponentially, costs can be
slashed and the capacity to customise
content and offers seems boundless.
Many digital marketers have the skills
to communicate with, and elicit
positive responses from algorithms.
High rankings on Google, Twitter,
Facebook, LinkedIn and the like count
for little in terms of sales, revenues

FEAR OF LOSS IS A
WINNER

The fear of losing what one has or of
missing out is currently more
powerful and influential than the allure
of winning or acquiring.
It is an interesting state-of-mind.
Significantly, 63% of respondents in a
recent nationwide study nominated
protecting and retaining existing assets
as the primary concerns and
objectives of 2016. A total 16% stated
increasing investments and
acquisitions as a primary goal, while
23% had sought to upgrade, renovate,
or redefine their existing asset base.
Only 19% of the people surveyed
expected to increase expenditure
during 2017 – little change there.
Hence, change is needed in the
content, nature and focus of much
existing marketing, sales and
promotion communication.
© Copyright, Barry Urquhart
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Dr. Travis Bradberry

9 signs you are a highly
sensitive person

Sensitive people get a bad rap.
Research shows there are advantages
to being born this way. Find out if
you or someone you know is highly
sensitive.
Sensitive people get a bad rap.
Research suggests that genes are
responsible for the 15 to 20
percent of people who qualify as
"highly sensitive." Psychologist
Elaine Aron has studied this
phenomenon extensively, and
using MRI scans of highly sensitive
people's brains, she's found that
they experience sounds, feelings,
and even the presence of other
people much more intensely than
the average person.

Sensitivity and Emotional
Intelligence
Emotional intelligence (EQ) is
your ability to recognize and
understand emotions in yourself
and others, and to use this
awareness to manage your
behaviour and relationships.
The good news is that highly
sensitive people aren't more or
less emotionally intelligent than
others.
Highly sensitive people experience
things more intensely. Their
strong emotions are easier to
identify (and potentially use to
their benefit) than those of the
average person.
This also helps them to
communicate effectively because
they don't just hear the words
coming out of other people's
mouths, but also catch on to
subtleties in gesture and tone.

There are trade-offs, however, as
strong emotions that are left
unchecked can have disastrous
consequences. Highly sensitive
people can use EQ to their benefit
only once they understand that
they are highly sensitive. This
awareness ensures they reap the
benefits of their heightened
emotional awareness while
spotting and overcoming their
negative tendencies.

The Highly Sensitive Person
You're likely wondering if you or
someone you know is highly
sensitive. The following are the
most common qualities that highly
sensitive people possess. See how
many apply.
1. You think deeply.
When life throws you a curveball,
you retreat deep into your shell,
thinking through every aspect of
what transpired before taking any
action. Small things (in your own
life and other people's lives) can
have a big impact on you.
2. You're detail-oriented.
You're as sensitive to details as
you are to feelings. You see
details that others miss, and you
aren't content until you've dotted
all the i's and crossed the t's. This
is a strength that is highly valuable
in the right profession.

3. You take longer to reach
decisions.
Since you're prone to dig deep
beneath the surface, you tend to
drag out decisions. You can't help
but try to run every possible
outcome through your head, and
this is often at the expense of the
ticking clock.
4. You're crushed by bad
decisions.
When you finally make a decision,
and it turns out to be a poor
choice, you take it much harder
than most. This can create a
vicious cycle that slows down
your decision-making process
even more, as fear of making a
bad decision is part of what slows
you down in the first place.
5. You're emotionally
reactive.
When left to your own devices,
you have a knee-jerk reaction to
your feelings. You also have
strong reactions to what other
people are going through. When
your emotions come on strong,
it's easy to let them hijack your
behavior. The hard part is
channeling your feelings into
producing the behavior that you
want.
6. You take criticism harshly.
Your strong feelings and intense
emotional reactions can make
criticism difficult to take. Though
you may overreact to criticism
initially, you also have the
tendency to think hard about
things and explore them deeply.
This exploration of criticism can
play out well for you in the long
run, as your inability to "shrug it
off" helps you make the
appropriate changes.
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7. You work well in teams.
Your unique ability to take other
people's feelings into account,
weigh different aspects of
multifaceted decisions, and pay
attention to the smaller details
makes you extremely valuable in a
team environment. Of course, this
can backfire if you're the one who
is tasked with making final
decisions, as you're better suited
to offering input and analysis than
you are to deciding whether to
push the red button.
8. You have great manners.
Your heightened awareness of the
emotions of other people makes
you highly conscientious. You pay
close attention to how your
behavior affects other people and
have the good manners to show
for it. You also get particularly
irked when other people are
rude.
9. Open offices drive you
crazy.
Your sensitivity to other people,
loud noises, and other stimuli
makes it practically impossible for
you to work effectively in that
environment. You're better off in
a cube or working from home.
Bringing It All Together
Like many things in life, being a
highly sensitive person is both a
blessing and a curse. It all comes
down to what you make of it.
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Adam Fridman

How you can market your app
and get value for money
The Issues with Reporting

Breaking into the mobile app industry
requires strategy and the right target
market.
The app development market is an
extremely competitive one. The
statistics reveal that the majority of
apps are never downloaded even
once, and of those that are 95%
usually get abandoned soon
afterwards. Someone says, that
greedy advertisers steal money from
publishers, and it may seem even
impossible to make money in this
niche, but Appodeal is changing how
things are done.
It is a monetization platform
developed by app developers, which
brings money back to publishers.
The goal is to allow you to
concentrate more on developing
great apps, while they handle the
rest. You can get paid via PayPal,
Bitcoin, and practically any other
payment method you can think of.
This is a simple process that can
make it easier for entrepreneurs to
make money from their apps. And
this guide is going to show you what
it is all about and why entrepreneurs
can gain a lot from using it.

Why this Market is a
Problem
Standing out from the crowd is the
main challenge you will face. And
part of the problem is due to the
fact that the mobile ad industry is
unfairly biased in favour of large
advertisers and ad networks. If you
are not inside this network, forget
about gaining any visibility.
You need to break through this
network and find an alternative.
Finally, the community is banding
together to smash this exclusive
club. The goal is to give a fair deal
for all app developers. The market
just isn't competitive enough.

When entrepreneurs work with
many of the traditional ad networks,
they are never sure of the results
they are getting. This is due to the
fact that the wrong metrics are
reported and the focus is not on
what really matters. You need the
right metrics to know that your
advertising dollars are actually
leading to a return.
For example, traffic numbers and
the number of views on your app
page don't matter. None of this will
allow you to pay to your rent.
There are only two things that
matter and that's how many people
are buying your app and how many
of them are spreading the word
about your app.
Developers need a more reliable
way of finding transparent reports.
They have to be able to pinpoint the
statistics that matter most to them.
Through using the right statistics,
developers are in a position where
they can make better decisions.
Reporting helps to dictate what
happens next. In the world of big
data, the right information has never
been so integral to securing
profitability.

Getting Access to the
Right Markets
It was the case a few years ago
where there were only a few
markets worth accessing. Today,
there are literally hundreds of ad
networks. It's an industry that has
completely exploded, and there are
no signs of this slowing down. As
already mentioned, one of the big
problems experienced by app
developers is getting access to all of
these marketplaces.
Not only do entrepreneurs need to
access them, they need to make
sure that they have equal access to
those networks. It is a major
problem within the industry, and it
is why there are a number of
companies practically monopolizing
this niche.

Entrepreneurs need to make sure
that they get access to every
market. You need access to all
advertising on demand options. Ad
serving fees are a real barrier to
getting access. This is something
that's rapidly changing, as it has to.

Is this a Guaranteed
Winner?
In terms of making money, Appodeal
is about helping talented developers
make it into the right markets while
spending as little as possible. On the
other hand, an app that does not
meet the needs of its target
audience is not going to succeed.
Appodeal is proud to market apps
that help customers improve their
lives, and those are the companies
that make the most from this
platform.
Produce something that truly adds
value to the lives of customers and
you will extract the most value from
Appodeal because they will help you
avoid the main marketing mistakes.

Last Word--A Fairer Deal
It's all about providing a fairer deal
to entrepreneurs. By providing an
alternative to greedy advertisers,
entrepreneurs can spend less and
concentrate on coming up with
great app ideas. Appodeal is one of
the only alternatives to traditional
app marketing options available.
How will you take advantage of this
opportunity today?
© Copyright, Adam Fridman
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Andy Bounds

How to help people pass your
messages on to others
•

My mate fancies you.”
Four words that never work for
teenagers.

“

After all, asking your friend to tell
the person of your dreams you
fancy them… well, it’s just not
going to work, is it?

•

She’ll wonder why you haven’t
told her yourself.
If she’s keen on you, you aren’t
there to take advantage of this
keenness.

•

And if she isn’t keen, you aren’t
there to undo the damage your
friend’s just caused.
So, all in all, using a middle-man in
this situation is a bad idea.
In business, though, we often need
to use a middle-man. For example,
you might…
• hold a senior position, and
want your direct reports to
cascade your messages to
their teams
• have created a training
programme you want others
to deliver
• want to take a Business Case
to the Board. But you aren’t
allowed in the meeting, so
have to ask someone to
present it for you
So, here’s the key thing: how to
ensure your middle-man adds
value to your message. And
doesn’t dilute it. Or worse,
contradict it.

•

what you are looking to
achieve
Be equally clear on the
reasons you think your
ultimate audience both (1) will
want to do what you want
them to (your middle-man can
focus on these) and (2) why
they won’t want to do it (your
middle-man can help remove
these)
If you give your middle-man
supporting information – a
slide set, set of trainer notes
etc. – for each page/slide,
explain both its purpose (in
other words, what you want
the ultimate audience to
say/feel after hearing it) and
how best to deliver tricky or
contentious topics
Ask them to add their own
insights and experiences to
your message. Their personal
slant will help bring your
content to life. In fact, without
it, they aren’t needed. You
might as well bypass them and
communicate directly with the
ultimate audience
Offer to act as a Sounding
Board. Tell your middle-man
they can practise bits/all of it
on you at any time, until they
feel certain they’ll do a great
job

You will add your own ideas to
this, of course. But – whatever
you choose – I strongly advise it
falls between the two extremes
of:
• Giving no guidance – “say
what you like”; and
• Giving total guidance – “I’ve
scripted it word-for-word for
you”

The latter is all your words and
none of theirs. It just won’t sound
right coming out of their mouths.
They’ll sound like an odd version
of you. Also, this approach
ignores all the great ideas they
could include.
Action point
Identify the next communication
someone’s delivering on your
behalf. Find simple ways to brief
them better. That way, your
message becomes a combination
of the best bits of both of you.
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The former means it’s 100% their
message and 0% yours. And they
might not do a good job.

Here are a few ways to ensure
they do a good job for you:
• Be crystal clear what your
desired outcome is. That
way, your middle-man knows
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Aki Kalliatakis

Enhancing your businesses customer-focused
culture

Whenever a company embarks on a
process to create a culture that
delights customers and creates
loyalty, we usually recognise four
very distinct phases in the process:
•

•

•

•

First there
is awareness, where people
at all levels realise that change
is important and imminent.
Managers usually start reading
up and enquiring about what
to do next
Then there is
the evangelical phase, with
bands and balloons and a lot
of “Rah! Rah!” It is usually
during this phase that the
company carries out lots and
lots of activities, including a
launch event and training for
everybody. Many systems and
processes are established, and
there seems a new way to do
everything.
This is followed by
the frustration phase, where
some of the enthusiasm
wanes, many people return to
old bad habits, and it just
doesn’t seem to be coming
together.
With a lot of hard work,
we will enter
the performance phase,
where big wins occur, and the
company has achieved some
real competitive advantage.

There are many reasons why
companies get stuck in the third
phase of frustration, not least of
which is the perceived lack of
commitment of the management
team. However, what is also
common is the fact that people at
all levels of the company lose
their energy and enthusiasm. It all
becomes quite routine, and
complacency, even negativity and
cynicism, sets in quickly.
How can your business avoid
these problems, and how can you
continue to sustain the initial
excitement of delighting
customers after the launch
events?
Here are some ideas:
1. Customer Service
Olympics:
Include an internal processes
which may not impact directly on
customers, but which affect the
success of the business: Fastest
person to calculate correct values,
person that cared most about
sharing his/her knowledge with
someone else, or best turnaround
time for a particular process.
Judges sometimes find their job
easy, but sometimes have to be
like the guys who score the iceskating or gymnastics.

2. Quiz:
Many possible formats, but they
could include standard questions
and answers to a panel of
contestants, and other formats
like Telly-Fun-Quiz, The Weakest
Link, Trivial Pursuit, Lirieke Raai,
Noot Vir Noot, and any number
of other formats.
Of course, knowledge rather than
skills are measured, and you can
include not only questions about
customer care, but also legal
knowledge, technical issues,
product knowledge, company
structure and history, and so on.
(Many studios are willing to hire
out the sets, if you have the
budget.)
3. In-Basket and Other
Simulations:
Give each contestant or team, in a
group of finalists, a set number of
customer related things to do,
letters to write, messages to
return, questions and queries to
answer, etc.
4. Best Designed:
Here people enter to design
activities or things which create
awareness of customer issues.
This could include examples like
“Best Slogan for Our Campaign,”
“Best Designed Poster,” “Best
Customer Service Quote,” “Best
Lesson Learned From Another
Company,” “Best Designed
Customer Website,” and so on.
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You can also have competitions
for people who come up with
ideas for recognition, for ways of
adding value for customers, and
so on.
5. The Customer Champions
Club/Special Project:
As before, but with some
enhancements for lessons learnt.
The bottom line is that teams of
people work on specific and large
projects that will enhance the
experiences of your customers,
and improve business practices or
profitability. Recognition depends
on a number of criteria, but
participants are rewarded
appropriately and proportionately.
Many participants may also
require raining on a rational
problem-solving and prevention
approach.
6. Lottery and Chance:
The MD or an executive puts
R500 in his pocket and walks
around randomly, giving R50 to
the first ten people who he hears
answering the telephone properly,
or similar. This type of approach
can also enhance a suggestion
scheme or similar employee
involvement programme, where
even if your idea is terrible, you
still stand in line to win
something.
7. Best Customer Care
Stories:
This contest requires participants
to briefly write a short story on
the best, most inspirational, most
“extra mile” customer care
experience they have ever had, or
heard of, and another category for
the best customer care story of
something that happened in your
business. This not only creates
awareness of what is needed to
delight customers, (“the extra
mile” stuff,) but also encourages
people to do the customer
delighting things that they can
report on later.
8. Who Collected Most
Vouchers or Points:
Letting people individually decide
whom they want to give some
form of recognition to. The idea is
to have pre-printed slips or
vouchers, or some other form of
badge or symbol that people and
customers can give to somebody
who has gone the extra mile.
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These can be collected and
swapped for presents, and the
winner is the person who has
collected the most.
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Coming together is a
beginning; keeping together is
progress; working together is
success.

Finish with Humour

Quality means doing it right
when no one is looking.
Thinking is the hardest work
there is, which is probably the
reason why so few engage in
it.
Henry Ford

Attribution: “Cartoon / Card” by Herry
Lawford is licensed under CC BY 2.0
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Bizezia’s Online Business Library is number one in the country with a comprehensive collection of nearly 700
professionally written and informative publications that you can offer free to your clients and prospects direct
from your website. These unique publications cover an extensive range of business topics from tax to
marketing. The library allows you to add significant value to the service you offer to your clients and help
you to build relationships with prospective clients.

Better Business Focus***
Better Business Focus is a web-based monthly magazine that is personalised to your firm, underlining your
credentials as a specialist business adviser. It will strengthen your clients’ confidence in your firm and
demonstrate that you are a progressive and innovative organisation, willing to go that extra mile.
*** Now available in Kindle and iPad format

IMPORTANT MESSAGE

If you want to out-pace your competitors and deliver cutting edge business improvement ideas to your
customers/clients, then subscribe now to Better Business Focus and Online Business Library today.
Own-branding is now available: Both Better Business Focus and Online Business Library can be delivered from
your own website with your own-branded corporate image to your clients and prospects.
For details of subscription rates, visit Bizezia at: http://www.bizezia.com or call +44 (0) 1444 884220

